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Abstract—In this paper, we analyze the performance of a nonlinear two-photon-absorption (TPA) receiver and compare its performance with that of a single-photon-absorption (SPA) receiver in
the context of spectral-phase-encoded optical code-division multiple access (CDMA) technique. The performances for the above
systems are evaluated for two different transmission scenarios,
namely, asynchronous and slot-level synchronous transmitters.
Performance evaluation includes different sources of degradation
such as multiple-access interference, noise due to optical amplification, shot noise, and thermal noise. In obtaining the performance, the mean and variance of the received signal in each of
the above techniques are derived, and bit error rate is obtained
using Gaussian approximation. In general, it is shown that TPA
receivers are superior in performance with respect to SPA receivers when the receiver employs a much slower photodetector
in comparison with the laser’s transmitted pulse duration. This,
indeed, is the reason behind the choice of nonlinear receivers, such
as TPA, in most spectral-phase-encoded optical CDMA systems.
Index Terms—Asynchronous transmission, bit-error-rate
(BER) analysis, nonlinear receiver, optical code-division multiple
access (CDMA), spectral-phase-encoded optical CDMA, synchronous transmission, two-photon absorption receiver.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE HERCULEAN task of satisfying bandwidth hungry
services by many millions of customers all over the world
will undoubtedly push optical-fiber medium toward customers’
home or business addresses [1], [2]. Furthermore, ubiquitous
use of fiber-optic medium in long-haul and metropolitan-based
telecommunications networks worldwide is making fiberto-the-home or curb technology a natural choice for the next
wave in telecom investment and customer demand satisfaction
[2]. To satisfy the above trend in delivering extraordinary
high bandwidth services to each individual customer would
ultimately require networks that operate without any electronic
processing at their intermediate stages, and all key processing
functions such as mux/demux, add-drop module, switching,
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filtering, encoding/decoding, etc., are established in the alloptical domain [3]. Among the few alternatives available for
the access technology at the local loop level, all-optical passive
star networks are capturing the most attention due to their use
of mostly passive optical components and the ease with which
they are implemented and maintained [3].
The blitzing success of code-division multiple access
(CDMA) technique in wireless and cellular communications
network may once again prove its superiority over other access
techniques in all-optical fiber-based access networks [4]. Optical CDMA enjoys from many features that are of immense
interest, for example, simplified and decentralized network
control, enhanced information security, improved spectral efficiency, and increased robustness in multirate services [4]–[14].
Among many optical CDMA techniques introduced to date,
none are as powerful as the spectral-phase-encoded ultrashort
light pulse CDMA or femtosecond CDMA technique when
access networks require to deliver ultrahigh rate services to
their corresponding customers [5], [9], [11], [13]–[16]. However, enabling technologies that need to support such advanced
systems are ongoing research topics. On the other hand, as
advanced devices become more mature for use in such systems,
one needs to extract their fundamental mathematical models
in the context of statistical communication theory to predict
their performance in a network prior to their implementation as
function of key system parameters such as bit error rate (BER),
signal-to-noise ratio, multiple-access interference (MAI), code
length, threshold, etc., [11], [19].
In this paper, building upon the previously introduced statistical model for nonlinear two-photon-absorption (TPA) devices
[19], we obtain the performance of employing TPA devices
for detecting ultrashort light pulses in the context of spectralphase-encoded optical CDMA system. TPA devices are used
in receivers to distinguish between correctly decoded and incorrectly decoded pulses in the spectral-phase-encoded optical
CDMA system. The performance comparison of systems using
TPA receivers versus single-photon-absorption (SPA) receivers
is the subject and the scope of this paper. Recently, a slotlevel synchronous transmission was introduced for spectralphase-encoded optical CDMA system to decrease the number
of interfering users by reducing the total interference signal
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Fig. 1.

Typical block diagram of spectral-phase-encoded CDMA.

Fig. 2.

Schematic of spectral-phase-encoded CDMA using optical amplifier.

among different users in the system, which leads to an improved
performance of the system [8]. The performance of TPA and
SPA receivers are obtained and compared, in this paper, by
using slot-level synchronous and asynchronous transmitters
with typical and ideal photodetection speed.
In Section II of this paper, we briefly describe the spectralphase-encoded optical CDMA system to be used in our performance analysis. Section III describes the SPA and TPA receiver
structures used at the receiving end of the above systems.
Furthermore, we obtain the means and variances of interfering
signal at the output of each SPA and TPA receivers. Section IV
evaluates the performance of the aforementioned system for
two distinctly different transmission scenarios, namely, slotlevel synchronous and asynchronous transmissions. We discuss
the results in Section IV-C and conclude this paper in Section V.
II. S PECTRAL -P HASE -E NCODED O PTICAL CDMA
A typical spectral-phase-encoded optical CDMA system is
shown in Fig. 1. The Fourier transform of a band-limited
transmitted pulse can be interpreted as a sum of N0 frequency
bins. Each frequency bin has a bandwidth equal to ∆ω, which
leads to the total bandwidth of W = N0 ∆ω [5]. In the spectralphase-encoded technique, an encoder multiplies each frequency
bin by 1 or −1. This implies that, for example, the phase of the
mth frequency bin of the ith user receives a phase shift equal to
ϕm
i , which can be either 0 or π. By employing a star coupler,
the information of each user is broadcasted to all users. The
decoder of the ith receiver is similar to its encoder, with a phase
code that is equivalent to its corresponding complex conjugate.
Fig. 2 shows a spectral-phase-encoded optical CDMA system
using an optical amplifier. As discussed in [11], the desired
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locations in placing an optical amplifier in a spectral-phaseencoded system are those which are either before or after the
optical star coupler. By using a single optical amplifier in
the network and by minimizing fiber nonlinearity, the optical
amplifier is placed after the star coupler in the system.
Therefore, the received signal at the input of the ith receiver
r(t) can be expressed as [11]
r(t) =

√

GEii (t) +

U
√ 
G
Eij (t) + Q(t)

(1)

j=i

where G, the gain, is the total amplification and losses along the
path. As described in [11], G = Gamp L1 L2 /U , where Gamp
is the gain of the amplifier in use, L1 is the total loss before
the amplification, L2 is the total loss after the amplification,
and U is the total number of users, and for simplicity, it also
indicates the size of the star coupler used in the network. Q(t)
is the amplification noise present at the receiver end with power
spectral density NT . Eii (t) is the properly decoded signal, and
U
i=j Eij (t), the MAI, is the improperly decoded signal due to
all other users in the network. By using the method presented
in [11], the power spectral density NT of Q(t) is equal to
nsp (Gamp − 1)L2 for the system shown in Fig. 2.
III. SPA AND TPA R ECEIVER S TRUCTURES
Recently, several optical devices in gating the received optical short pulses with applications in optical time-division
multiple access were introduced [13]. By using such gating
optical devices, it is possible to detect pulses with duration
as low as several picoseconds. In our system modeling, we
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consider the use of an ideal gating device for SPA receiver
structure whenever needed. This assumption is made in order
to simplify the mathematical model of the receiver structure, in
comparing the performance of SPA and TPA receivers. For our
system performance comparison, the mean and the variance of
the properly and improperly decoded received signals using the
SPA and TPA receivers are obtained.
A. SPA Receiver
The received number of photoelectrons in the spectral-phaseencoded optical CDMA system Yi,SPA , by choosing a method
similar to [11] and [17], can be described as (see Appendix A)
Yi,SPA =

M

ηT  
(an + xcn )2 + x2sn
2 n=1

(2)

where η is the quantum efficiency of the photodetector, and
M is the number of modes in the received signal r(t), which
depends on the speed of the receiver photodetector [17]. an
is the nth component of the base-band representation of the
received signal, and xcn and xsn are the real and the imaginary components of the base-band representation of the accumulated noise due to amplification in erbium-doped fiber
amplifier and the MAI signal, as described in Appendix A.
The variance for each component noise term is equal to NS /T ,
whereas their corresponding mean is equal to zero. Assuming that the mean number of the transmitted photons of the
ith user is equal to 
m, the received amplified signal can be
2
expressed as (T /2) M
n=1 an = mG [17]. In the absence of
any optical amplification gain and losses in the system, each
interfering user’s signal at the output of the desired user’s
decoder is modeled as a Gaussian random variable with a
power spectral density equal to m/N0 [5], [11]. Therefore, the
noises due to optical amplification and l amplified interfering
users can be added to form a noiselike Gaussian variable
with a power spectral density equal to NS , which can be
expressed as [11]
NS = N T + l

mG
.
N0

(3)

The mean and the variance of the received signal assuming
shot noise can be expressed as [17]
E{Yi,SPA } = ηmG + ηM NS

(4)

Var{Yi,SPA } = ηmG + ηM NS + 2η 2 mGNS + η 2 M NS2 .
(5)
B. TPA Receiver
In a TPA receiver, an electron will be liberated from a
photodetector when two photons are incident on the TPA photodetector simultaneously [9], [10]. A medium with a band gap
less than twice the frequency of the incoming signal is used for
such TPA photodetectors [18]. It is shown that the number of
photoelectrons N , which is generated by a TPA photodetector
in a period ∆t, is proportional to the square of the incident

intensity of the light pulse, i.e., I 2 (t) = |r(t)|4 , in addition to
the intensity I(t) = |r(t)|2 , i.e., [18]
∆t
N=
0


α
γ 2
I(t)dt +
I (t) dt
hf
2hf

(6)

where α and γ are constants relating to SPA and TPA coefficients, h is the Planck’s constant, and f is the frequency of the
incident light. An in-depth mathematical analysis and modeling
of such receivers was presented in [19]. From Appendix B
and by using the methodology presented in [19], the mean and
the variance of the received ith user’s signal for an ideal TPA
photodetector, i.e., α = 0, can be expressed as


E(Yi,TPA ) = k3 m2 G2 + 4mGNS + 2M NS2


 2
= k32 m4 G4 + 16m3 G3 NS + 72m2 G2 NS2
E Yi,TPA
+ 96mGNS3 + 24M NS4

(7)


(8)

where k3 is defined in [19] as k3 = 12V hf γ/16S 2 T . In this
equation, V is the volume of the detector, T is the integration
time of the photodetector, and S is the area of the TPA photodetector. Including the shot noise, the variance of the received
signal is equal to the mean of the squared signal minus the
square of the mean received signal plus the mean of the received
signal, i.e.,

 2
−E 2 (Yi,TPA ) .
Var(Yi,TPA ) = E(Yi,TPA ) + E Yi,TPA

due to shot−noise

(9)

IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
The performance of both SPA and TPA receiver structures,
given l interfering users for the desired user, can be expressed
as [17]
BER(l) =

1
Q
2



E(Y1,l ) − Th
Var(Y1,l )



1
+ Q
2




Th − E(Y0,l )
Var(Y0,l )
(10)

where Y1,l is the received signal when the transmitted bit is
equal to 1 and there are l interfering users, and Y0,l is the
received signal when the transmitted bit is equal to 0 and
there are l interfering users. Th is the threshold value for the
decision variable, and it is optimized to minimize the overall
BER. Including thermal noise, the variance for this noise, which
is equal to (4 · kB · Tr · T )/e2 RL , is added to the variance of
the received signal. In this expression, T is the integration
time period, kB is Boltzman constant, Tr is the equivalent
temperature of the receiver, e is the electron charge, and RL is
the resistance of the load which is seen from the photodetector
input [17]. Given the BER(l) in (10), we obtain the BER of the
system for two different cases of asynchronous and slot-level
synchronous transmitters for both the SPA and TPA receiver
structures.
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A. Asynchronous Transmitter
In this case, different transmitters in the system are not
coordinated in their corresponding time of information transmission. This leads to a uniform distribution of the initial
transmission time within a bit period. The probability that
an improperly decoded pulse will interfere with the properly
decoded pulse for a system utilizing asynchronous transmitters
is equal to 1/2K, where, from [5], K is a parameter describing
the ratio between the bit time to that of the spread signal, i.e.,
K = T /N0 Tc . Therefore, the probability that l users interfere
with the desired user can be written as [5]

PAsync (l) =


l 
U −1−l
U −1
1
1
1−
l
2K
2K

(11)

and the BER of the system can be expressed as
BER =

U
−1


Fig. 3. BER versus average transmitted power for asynchronous transmitters
using TPA and SPA receivers with different photodetector speed.

PAsync (l)BER(l).

(12)

l=0

B. Slot-Level Synchronous Transmitter
As described in [8], the asynchronous transmission suffers from the interfering among the desired user’s signal and
other users’ signal in the network. A slot-level transmission is
suggested to decrease this interfering effect. In this scheme,
different transmitters are coordinated with each other in the
slot-level transmission, i.e., in the duration of an encoded pulse,
N0 Tc . Although the transmitters’ complexity is higher in this
case, the effective number of interfering users decreases, hence
enhancing the system performance when compared with the
asynchronous transmission case.
In slot-level transmission scheme, the total number of interfering users is, at most, equal to U/K − 1, where x indicates the smallest integer number bigger than x, and each user
interferes with the desired user with probability 1/2. Therefore,
the probability that l users effectively interfere with the desired
user can be expressed as
PSync (l) =

 U 
K

l

−1

U
   K
1
2

−1

(13)

Fig. 4. BER versus average transmitted power for slot-level synchronous
transmitters using TPA and SPA receivers with different photodetector speed.

power spectral density being less than the value predicted in
(3); therefore, the BER derived in this paper can be considered
to be an upper bound for such cases. This is the case when the
complete duration of incorrectly decoded pulse does not exist
in the integration time period.

and the BER of the system is as follows:

BER =

U
−1
K


C. Numerical Discussion
PSync (l)BER(l).

(14)

l=0

Note that when the duration of integration time (T ) is more than
the spreading time (N0 Tc ), the integration time can be divided
into two parts: one with interfering user’s pulse and the other
without this interfering pulse. The power spectral density of the
first part is equal to the sum of the power spectral densities due
to amplification noise and interfering users’ pulse, while the
power spectral density of the second part is less than the first
part due to less number of interfering users. This leads to the

The BER for different cases is sketched in Figs. 3–12 using
the parameters specified in Table I (unless the values of parameters that are specified in the text). As discussed in Appendix B
in this paper, the simplified approach, where most of the energy
of the decoded pulse is assumed to be within a chip time,
introduced in [19], is used for the performance analysis of TPA
receivers.
The BER of a typical spectral-phase-encoded optical CDMA
system with SPA and TPA receivers and asynchronous transmitters with various photodetector speeds is sketched in Fig. 3.
As shown in this figure, the performance of the SPA receiver
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Fig. 5. BER versus average transmitted power for asynchronous transmitters
using TPA and SPA receivers with different number of users with a photodetector speed of 25 GHz.
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Fig. 7. BER versus average transmitted power for slot-level synchronous
transmitters using TPA and SPA receivers with different number of users with
a photodetector speed of 25 GHz.

Fig. 6. BER versus average transmitted power for asynchronous transmitters
using TPA and SPA receivers with different number of users with a photodetector speed of 2.5 THz.

Fig. 8. BER versus average transmitted power for slot-level synchronous
transmitters using TPA and SPA receivers with different number of users with
a photodetector speed of 2.5 THz.

is superior to the TPA receiver (with respect to BER) when an
ideal optical gating device with integration time that can be as
low as the chip time (ideal case) is used. This, in turn, requires
the use of a sophisticated time gating, which increases the
complexity and the cost of femto- or picosecond-based optical
CDMA receivers. However, as the integration time increases,
i.e., using lower speed photodetectors, the performance of TPA
receivers surpasses that of the SPA. As it is shown in Fig. 3, the
performance of the TPA receiver is much more superior to that
of the SPA receiver when a typical photodetector with a speed
of 25 GHz is used.
The BER for the same system, as in Fig. 3, with slot-level
synchronous transmitters is sketched in Fig. 4. As observed
in this figure, SPA receivers obtain better performance as
compared to TPA receivers. This is due to the fact that the
spreading is equal to 250 and that the number of effective
interferers in this configuration is equal to 1. Therefore, by
even using a 25-GHz receiver (integrating over 100 chip times),

one can easily distinguish between the correctly decoded and
incorrectly decoded pulses using an SPA detector.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the BER of the system with different
number of users for asynchronous receiver with 25-GHz and
2.5-THz speed photodetector. As one expects, the BER of the
system improves as the number of users decreases for both
cases. This is the case in Figs. 7 and 8, where slot-level synchronization between transmitters has been considered. From these
figures, it is observed that as the number of users increases, e.g.,
50 users for 25-GHz receiver, using the TPA receiver performs
better than the SPA receiver, as in asynchronous receiver. This is
due to the fact that the large number of simultaneous interferers
leads to a more average power in low-speed detectors and,
hence, increases the BER for SPA receivers.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the BER of the system with different
code lengths for the system using asynchronous transmitter
with low- and high-speed photodetectors. As expected, the
performance of the system improves as the code length
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Fig. 9. BER versus average transmitted power for asynchronous transmitters
using TPA and SPA receivers with different code lengths with a photodetector
speed of 25 GHz.

Fig. 10. BER versus average transmitted power for asynchronous transmitters
using TPA and SPA receivers with different code lengths with a photodetector
speed of 2.5 THz.

increases. As before, the performance of the TPA receiver is
better when using low-speed photodetectors, while the SPA
receiver performs better when a high-speed photodetector
is used.
The BER of the same systems, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10 but
with slot-level synchronization, is sketched in Figs. 11 and 12.
It is shown in these figures that by increasing the code length,
the performance of the system does not improve. This is due
to the fact that when there are slot-level synchronous transmitters, the number of interfering users is equal to U/K. In our
numerical evaluation, the bit rate and chip time are fixed; therefore, the product KN0 = Tb /Tc is held constant. Thus, increasing N0 , the value for K decreases. This leads to more interferers
in the slot-level synchronous transmission when higher value
of N0 is used; therefore, the BER becomes worse. It should be
mentioned that by decreasing the chip time, we can reach higher
bit rates or use higher code lengths to increase the number
of users.
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Fig. 11. BER versus average transmitted power for slot-level synchronous
transmitters using TPA and SPA receivers with different code lengths with a
photodetector speed of 25 GHz.

Fig. 12. BER versus average transmitted power for slot-level synchronous
transmitters using TPA and SPA receivers with different code lengths with a
photodetector speed of 2.5 THz.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we obtained the performance of the spectralphase-encoded optical CDMA systems using SPA and TPA
receiver structures with asynchronous and slot-level synchronous transmitters. It is shown that using the TPA receiver is
beneficial when typical photodetectors with ordinary speeds are
used in the system. Although using the slot-level synchronization among transmitters is more complex, it leads to a better
performance of the system due to the decrease in total interference in the system.
A PPENDIX A
In this Appendix, we obtain the mean and the variance of
the received signal using a method described in [17]. By using
(1) and assuming that both MAI and amplification noise have
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TABLE I
TYPICAL VALUES USED IN THIS PAPER

the correctly decoded signal and the Gaussian random variable
due to amplification and MAI can be described by their Fourier
series expansions as [17]
C(t) =
D(t) =

M

n=1
M


an ejnΩt

(A.7)

xn ejnΩt

(A.8)

n=1

where Ω = 2π/T , an is the Fourier series coefficient for C(t),
and xn is the complex Fourier series coefficient for D(t). By
substituting (A.7) and (A.8) in (A.6), the received signal can
be expressed as
Yi,SPA

Gaussian distribution and are mutually statistically independent, the received signal at the receiver can be described as

M

ηT  
(an + xcn )2 + x2sn .
=
2 n=1

By using (A.9), the mean and the variance of the received
photoelectrons at the photodetector can be expressed as (4)
and (5) [17].

U
√ 
√
Eij (t) + Q(t)
r(t) = GEii (t) + G

A PPENDIX B

j=i

√
= GEii (t) + B(t)

(A.1)

where B(t) is a Gaussian random variable with power spectral
density
√ Uequal to the sum of the power spectral densities of MAI
G j=i Eij (t) and amplification noise Q(t), which can be
written as
mG
NS = NT + l
N0

Yi,SPA

(A.4)
(A.5)

T
|C(t) + D(t)|2 dt

|F (t)|4 dt

Yi,TPA = k2

(B.1)

where k2 is a constant equal to 3V hf γ/16S 2 [19]. V is the
volume of the detector, and S is the area of the TPA photodetector. By substituting (A.7) and (A.8) in the above equation,
the received signal can be expressed as [19]

(A.3)

where
C(t) and D(t) are the base-band representations of
√
GEii (t) and B(t), respectively. Therefore, the received number of photoelectrons in the detector Yi,SPA can be expressed as
η
=
2

T
0

where ϕ is the phase of the received signal. Accordingly,
the slowly varying terms of the correctly decoded signal
√
(t) and Gaussian random variable at the receiver B(t) =
√GE
ii
G U
j=i Eij (t) + Q(t) can be expressed as
√
GEii (t) = C(t) cos(2πf t + ϕ)
B(t) = D(t) cos(2πf t + ϕ)

In this Appendix, we derive the mean and the variance of
the received signal by the TPA receiver. Assuming the same
conditions as specified for the SPA receiver, the received signal
at the input of a TPA receiver can be expressed as (A.1). Assuming an ideal TPA receiver, i.e., α = 0, the received number
of photoelectrons in TPA can be expressed as [19]

(A.2)

where l is the number of interfering users. We assume that the
received signal field r(t) can be expressed as a slowly varying
signal F (t) multiplied by a carrier with frequency of light
[19], i.e.,
r(t) = F (t) cos(2πf t + ϕ)

(A.9)

(A.6)

Yi,TPA
= k2 T

M


((am + qm )(an + qn )(ap + qp )∗ (aq + qq )∗ ) .

m,n,p,q=1
m+n−p−q=0

(B.2)
Obtaining the mean and the variance of the above value is
intractable for arbitrary pulse shapes. In a simplified approach
introduced in [19], the integration time is divided into M intervals where only one interval contains signal plus noise and the
rest, i.e., the M − 1 intervals, contain noise only. Assuming that
the signal exists on the first interval, (B.2) can be simplified to



YTPA = k2 Tc (a1 + xc1 )4 + x4s1 + 2(a1 + xc1 )2 x2s1

0

where T is the integration time of the receiver. By using M
modes for the received signal, the base-band representations of

+

M



x4cn

n=2

+

x4sn

+

2x2cn x2sn




.

(B.3)
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Therefore, the mean and the variance of the received signal in
(B.3) can be obtained as described in [19], which lead us to (7)
and (8).
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